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What’s New in 3.5 - Enhancements
Enhancements:
•
Asset Filtering - New and Improved Criteria Selection for Categories, Groups and Queries
•
Security - Set Administrator access for changing Production State, Alert Rules, Preferences and Email
Server
•
Big Screen TV – a new URL has been created to allow Big Screen TVs to access the same OEE Alert
pages without Window Authentication.
•
Global configuration settings are managed through a separate user interface – OEE Setup
•
Production State View – Clicking an event or interval now allows adding comments (or changing
reasons) directly within the Production State View.
o
o

Those with administrator rights can also change the production state.
Ability to enter Labor Hours for each shift.

•

Hour-by-hour view – You can now optionally display two metrics per line (i.e. goal count and current
good count) and a roll-up option is provided, which gives a summary of how well the selected group is
doing.

•

Top Losses view – In addition to showing down (and optionally setup and / or standby) events in a
Pareto view, you can also reflect speed loss and how it rates relative to other production loss causes. It
also is able to reflect reason grouping or categorization.
Display View – In addition to showing fixed size scoreboard views in a grid, a free form mode is
supported which allows user controlled placement and size.
Actions – Set Comment – Filter the display to show only NONE downtime reasons
Preferences can now be specified for specific asset groupings, not just a single global setting.
OEE Mode – selects how OEE and its components are being calculated.
KPI View - group assets into a hierarchy by selected properties and view OEE, Availability, Performance
and Quality.
New alert types:
o Job Start Performance, alert if 1st hour of job has an OEE below the threshold.
o Shift Start Performance, alert if 1st hour of shift has an OEE below the threshold.
o Reason Marker, alert if marker event is present and has not been reported yet. It does no longer
have to be active at the time of checking, just not yet reported

o

•

•
•
•
•
•

View data for the last 4 hours

Selection Criteria for Assets

Clicking on the link next to the Category: will bring up a combined dialog box letting you
select the criteria for your displays.
You can switch between the tabs – Categories, Groups or Queries for your selections.

Security
Security serves two functions:
•

•

•

•

o
o

Authentication, providing the name of the currently logged in user
Authorization, though roles, to control access to pages and features

o
o

[server name]/OEEAlert, which uses Windows Authentication
[server name]/OEEAlertTv, which uses Anonymous mode. In this URL, the ability to set comments and update
reasons is disabled

Many of the screens through which settings are updated have been
moved to a separate portal, [server name]/OEESetup, which uses
Windows Authentication to validate the users and look up the user’s
configured roles.
Windows Authentication is an option configured in the web server to
allow a browser to share the identity of the user using the browser. As the
name suggests, it relies on Windows, capturing the user that is logged on
to Windows.
The major reason OEEAlert needs the name is for auditing: tracking which
user updated a comment of a reason. In cases where we just use the
visualization features of OEEAlert, like on big screen TVs, we would prefer
to run in anonymous mode, disabling Windows Authentication.
For this reason, the installation programs creates two URLs to access
OEEAlert:

Contact Deb-Tech Systems, Inc. for the OEE Setup Administrators Guide

Windows Authentication
• When you first launch OEE
Alert, you will be
prompted for your
windows User Name and
Password. This is the same
login that you use to log
into your computer.
• If Windows Authentication
is not enabled, then you
will need to sign in to OEE
Alert to be able to
change reason codes or
add comments.

Chrome

Internet Explorer

Production State
The Production State view has been changed and
enhanced in the following ways:
• Clicking an event allows changing the reason right in this
view and to add a comment as well. If you have an
administrator role, you can also change the production
state of an event. Note that to do so, you must be
logged in with administrator role.
• Clicking an interval (Shift or Job)allows entering a
comment for the interval right in this view. You can also
enter Labor Hours.
• Clicking on the asset label allows clicking through to the
Vorne Interface. Previously you would click the event
timeline.
• The Vorne scoreboard display is now larger and
displayed on the left. It can be enlarged by dragging
the green border on the right. (See section on Display
View for more information)

Production State - Events
From this view you can click on any event and it will display the Set Reason
and Comment dialog box.

When clicking on an event, it brings up a dialog similar to the Set Comment
page.

Set Reason and Comment - Events
Asset or Vorne Device
Forward/Backward Buttons

Reason

Add your comments here.

Next to the event ID are forward and backward buttons: sometimes an event is
short and may not even be rendered due to its (lack of) size. These buttons
allow for walking back and forth over actual events, not just the displayed
ones, 5 in either direction.

Set Reason and Comment – Change Production State
Asset or Vorne Device
Forward/Backward Buttons

Reason

When logged in with Administrator credentials, you can also change the
production state of the event.

Set Reason and Comment – Change Production State
Once the event is changed, the Production State view will change to the color
associated with that state.

New Reason

Changed to new Production State

Changing production state causes the OEE calculations to change and all related
values must be recalculated. We cannot change the state in the Vorne, but if we
are changing the state of the current event, we can split the event so the
requested state is present going forward. But it is important to recognize that
the Vorne and OEEAlert will now have different data and as a result, different
OEE values.

Production State - Intervals
From this view you can click on either a Shift or Job Interval and it will
display the Set Reason and Comment dialog box.

When clicking on an interval, it brings up a dialog similar to the Set Comment
page.

Set Comment - Intervals
Asset or Vorne Device
Shift or Job

Add your comments here.

By clicking a shift or job, you can enter or edit comments for that interval.

Enter Labor Hours – Shift Interval
Asset or Vorne Device
Shift or Job

Add your comments here.

By clicking a shift or job, you can enter or edit Labor Hours for that interval.

Getting to your Vorne XL
Vorne Scoreboard view
Clicking the button to the right of the production state timeline will temporarily display the scoreboard display for
that line:

Click through to Vorne
Click on the Asset label on the left:

This will then take you to the Vorne Analyze page, similar to previous versions of OEEAlert:

Comment Summary

All of the changes are available for viewing (and reporting in OEE Studio).

Hour-by-Hour
The Hour-by-Hour view has the following
modified features:
• Optionally display a second metric bar
• A roll-up feature at the top can display
how well the group of lines is doing in the
aggregate
• The scoreboard display has been
moved to the left, has been made larger
and can be resized
• The Asset label provides a click through
to the Vorne Analyze page
• Ability to view the Last 4 Hours

Two Sets of Metrics
Single Value Display

Check the box and select the values

•

Checking the ‘x2’checkbox will open
up a second row of radio buttons, to
select the second metric to display.

•

This will result in two bars with hourly
blocks, the top one the first metric, the
bottom one the second.

•

The legend displaying which metrics
are currently displayed is in the top left
corner, above the asset names.

•

The second metric is the one with the
smaller font (Line speed, in the
example

Hour-By-Hour ~ Roll-Up
When displaying a group of lines, it is sometimes
desirable to get feedback on how well the lines
are doing as a group.
This is what the roll-up option offers. The graph
part does not make sense for the roll-up, but a
roll-up hourly display can be provided.

Hour-By-Hour ~ Last 4 hours

You can select to view the Hour-By-Hour page for the last 4, 8, 12 or 24
hours.

Top Losses

The display now includes the total hours and number of occurrences for the losses shown.

Top Losses – Speed Loss

• A production loss due to down time is the most
obvious loss, but just because the line is
running does not mean there is no loss.
• The Vorne counts a line as running as long as
cycles are counted as standard, slow or as
small stops.
• But it still means the line is potentially running
slower than intended and that more pieces
could have been produced had the line been
running optimally.
• Even if all cycles are standard there can be
speed loss, depending on how the boundaries
for standard cycles are configured.
• If optimally you produce 1 piece per second,
and your full stop threshold is set to 2 seconds,
you could potentially produce 1800 pieces in
an hour while being perceived as constantly
running.
• In other words, on a line which runs optimally,
those pieces could have been produced in 30
minutes, so the remaining 30 minutes can be
counted as a speed loss.

Display View
The Display View displays the image of what is currently visible on the
scoreboards.
The scoreboards can be viewed in a free form, resizable display.

When first selecting Free-form and Edit
Position in the options, the displays in the
group are shown on the left.

Display View
By selecting the Edit Position option, you can drag the display around the
screen by holding down the left mouse button while clicking inside the
display and dragging it around.

You can also resize the display by
dragging on the green bar to the right of
the display.

Display View
• Selecting Save in the options will store the location
and size for devices in this grouping in the
database, to place them accordingly when
returning to the page.
• Note: keep in mind this is an expensive page, in
terms of network traffic (querying all devices every
couple of seconds) and in terms of browser
rendering. The page may appear unresponsive
while rendering.

Set Comments – Find NONE

To find all of the ‘None’ reasons, check the box next to ‘Unassigned
reasons only’. You can then easily go through the list and update to
the correct reason.

Preferences
• The preferences page is present in OEESetup, and also in
OEEAlert, as a read-only view to verify settings.
• If you login with admin credentials in OEEAlert, you can
update preferences directly within OEEAlert (you may have to
refresh the page after logging in).
• You now have the ability to have a separate set of
preferences by asset grouping. There will be global settings
that are optionally replaced by settings specified for a specific
grouping. A grouping is a selected Category – Value pair, a
group or a query.
• In OEESetup you explicitly pick a grouping in the preferences
page. In OEEAlert, the settings are applied to the active asset
criteria.
• To specify that you are applying settings to a group of assets is
done by checking the Scoped check box. If not checked, you
save global values.

OEE Mode
• This selects how OEE and its components are being
calculated.
• Vorne calculates performance based on cycle count during
run time, which gives an accurate performance, but if (good)
parts are counted outside of run time, it understates OEE. This
can happen when a PLC forces a down state while there are
still good pieces in the pipe line.
• OEEAlert uses Good/Total/Reject count as basis for its
calculation and it may not be correct on performance during
run time (as it includes counts during all production states, not
just run time), but OEE will be correct.
• The run count based mode calculates the performance the
way the Vorne does, but compensates availability for the
good pieces that the Vorne did not consider, so both
performance and OEE come out right in this case.

KPI View

•
•
•

This view provides OEE, Availability, Performance and Quality for the selected assets, while
offering the ability to group the assets into a hierarchy by selected properties.
Optionally, counts (good, reject, total) can be included as well.
Aggregate KPIs are presented for each hierarchy layer.
Click on the Specify Grouping to
create your KPI page.

KPI View
Display Options – details for the options
can be found in your OEE Alert ~ Info –
Help - Views

New Alert Types
•

Job Start Performance. By default an alert is sent if at the 1h mark into a
job, Performance is below the specified threshold.
This can be customized to vary the minute mark and the monitored
criteria. The full syntax for the threshold criteria is:
[Value tracked:]Threshold@minutes, where the default value tracked is
OEE and default minutes is 60. So specifying ‘0.8’ is equivalent to
P:0.8@60.
o Supported Values tracked are:
• O: OEE
• A: Availability
• Q: Quality
• P: Performance

•
•
•

Shift Start Performance. By default an alert is sent if at the 1h mark into a
shift, OEE is below the specified threshold. Syntax is same as for Job Start
Performance.
Reason Marker. An alert is sent if the specified reason is detected and no
alert has been sent yet for this event. It does not have to be the active
event anymore to qualify.
shiftoee. If the OEE for the current shift drops below the specified
threshold, an alert will be sent. No alert will be sent in the first (silence
window) minutes.

OEE Alert v3.5
In order to support the Vorne v1.x firmware, you must upgrade to the latest
XL Bolt-on Data Collector version 1.8.9.4

Version 3.5 of OEE Alert supports all versions of Vorne XL device
firmware (0.7.x through 1.x).

If you have questions or need assistance, please contact either
Debbie Olk (OEE Alert, OEE Studio, ERP Integration or OEE Console) [debbie.olk@vetiigroup.com]
or
Jim Sulzer (XL Bolt-On Data Collector) [jim.sulzer@vetiigroup.com]
OEEAlert, OEEStudio, XL Bolt-On Data Collector are products marketed by the Vetii|GROUP .
www.VetiiGROUP.com

Contact Us
• As the Vorne Authorized Reporting Consultants, we
provide customized reporting solutions, including
working with data from your ERP/MRP systems.
• We provide sales, support and customization for
OEE Alert. (www.OEEAlert.com)
• In addition to customized reporting, we provide
support and customization for the OEEStudio
reporting software (designed specifically for the
data captured from the Vorne XL devices).
Deb-Tech Systems, Inc. ~ Monticello, WI ~ 815.988.5534 Debbie.Olk@debtechsystems.com

www.DebTechSystems.com

